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THE TONE OUT 
     

 
 
 

2019 Hurricane Season Wrap-Up 
Georgetown County Emergency Management Division 

 
The Atlantic Hurricane Season concluded on November 30th and proved to 
be yet another active season. Fortunately, Georgetown County was spared 
the brunt of these systems but we were not immune to tropical impacts as 
Hurricane Dorian reminded us. 
 
2019 marked the fourth consecutive above-normal Atlantic hurricane season 
which produced 18 named storms, including 6 hurricanes of which 3 were 
major hurricanes (Category 3 or greater). NOAA’s outlook forecasted 10-17 
named storms, 5-9 hurricanes, and 2-4 major hurricanes, which proved to 
be in line with what the 2019 season produced.  
 
The 3 major hurricanes during the 2019 season were Dorian, Humberto, and 
Lorenzo. Hurricane Dorian is tied with 3 other hurricanes – the 1935 Labor 
Day Hurricane, 1988’s Hurricane Gilbert, and 2005’s Hurricane Wilma – as 
the second strongest hurricane on record in the Atlantic basin in terms of 
wind speed (185 mph). In all, 4 storms made landfall in the U.S. during the 
2019 season – Barry, Dorian, Imelda, and Nestor.  
 
We all remember the days and nights 
leading up to Hurricane Dorian’s 
arrival this past August/September, 
as well as the aftermath following the 
storm’s parallel track along our 
coastline. We would like to thank 
everyone who worked in the 
Emergency Operations Center and in 
the field during the response to 
Hurricane Dorian, along with those 
who are helping with the ongoing recovery efforts. We could not do our jobs 
without you! 
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Stressed? 
Battalion Chief Jeff Pifer, Midway Fire Rescue 

 
YES, I am stressed. I am overwhelmed with the never ending list of things to do at work.  I am 
struggling with the disrupted sleep that this career dictates.  It’s difficult to get some images from 
scenes out of my head.  It hurts that I miss so many family moments because this career can be 
inflexible.  My parents are getting older and they are 500 miles away. What am I going to do if 
something happens to them?  Every time I think I am getting ahead financially-the car breaks down, 
dishwasher won’t drain, the dog needs to go to the vet, etc.    
I don’t say all this for everyone to have a pity party for me.  We 
all go through these struggles.  Your list is just as big but with 
different or even more stressors than mine.        
I do what I can do to deal with the stress.  I regularly work out.  
I attempt to go to bed at the same time and get up around the 
same time every day.  I have a physical each year and use that 
information to make better choices.  I try to eat right, which can 
be a difficult thing when southern food is on the menu.  I reflect 
on and elevate those moments that lift me up and try not to 
dwell on my mistakes.  I rely on my coworkers to debrief after a 
bad call.   I rely on my family for support when things are tough.  I go fishing!   
Sometimes doing all we can to deal with stress is not enough.  Reach out if you need help.  The 
County has an EAP program, there are peer support members in the area departments, the 
firefighters association has the FAST team and there are private psychologists to talk to.   
Just reach out.  No judgement.  Get the help you need. 

 

Toys for Tots Toy Drive 
Assistant Fire Chief Tony Hucks, Georgetown County Fire EMS 

 
On November 9th and 10th Georgetown County Fire/EMS and the Salvation Army of Georgetown 
partnered for their annual toy drive supporting “Toys for Tots” at the Georgetown Wal-Mart. This 
event was a huge success, with more than 800 toys being donated by kind and generous citizens of 
Georgetown County. We would like to thank all who supported this event. Additionally, we would like 
to recognize Lt. Keith Ziegenhorn for coordinating this event, along with all of the Georgetown County 
Fire/EMS employees who volunteered time on their day off to assist in making this event a success. 
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Maintaining Mental Health 
Battalion Chief Gerald Liberatore, Midway Fire Resc ue 

 
Most of the time when we think of the holiday season, we think of joy and good tidings. However for many, the 
holidays can bring stress, anxiety, or reminders of a lost loved one. We have heard many stories about people 
for one reason or another feeling that there is nothing to live for or that their lives are not worth it.  The holidays 
bring extra burdens and stress and compound these feelings.  Summer Pitt of Suwannee River AHEC writes: 
This holiday season take some time for your mental well-being and try out a few tips below. 
 

1.   Budget, Budget, Budget 
There are a lot of reasons to spend during the holidays, be it travel, food or gifts. As tempting as it 
might be to spend big on your loved ones, be realistic about your financial well-being. Instead of maxing 
out your credit card, try using cash or debit for expenses, be honest to relatives about realistic travel 
arrangements and try making a gift! 

2.   Everything in Moderation 
During the holiday season it is easy to overindulge in food and alcohol while skimping on physical 
activity. Be practical about your indulgences to avoid feelings of regret or guilt later. If you want to eat a 
slice of pie or two have at it, and in return try to balance it out with a long walk afterwards. Not only will 
this make you feel better, but it will alleviate the guilt that comes with indulgence. 

3.   Branch out if you’re feeling isolated 
Feeling isolated or alone during the holidays happens more often than we think. To avoid these feelings 
try using spare time to volunteer at a local nonprofit like the humane society or your local homeless 
shelter. If you know you become isolated during the holidays have friends check up on you, or call 
a hotline if you would rather keep these feelings personal. 

4.   Dealing with Loss 
Often times we get so swept up in the holiday spirit that we forget many people are dealing with loss. If 
you know someone who is dealing with loss during the holidays, try to reach out and ask how you can 
help. You could invite them to coffee or cook a meal for them. If you are dealing with loss, spend time 
with people you trust and feel comfortable confiding in. A good tip is to acknowledge that this is a very 
hard time, but it is also a time to create new traditions. Perhaps you can commemorate that person by 
volunteering for an organization with a mission dear to their heart. Whatever it is, make sure to check in 
with yourself and reach out when you need support. 

5.   Random Acts of Kindness 
It is suggested that committing small, random acts of kindness can actually make you feel happier. This 
can be something as simple as letting a car in front of you while stuck in traffic, paying for someone’s 
coffee or giving someone a compliment. This holiday season get in the spirit by doing something small 
but kind for a stranger, friend, co-worker or family member. You might be surprised how good you feel 
afterwards! 
 

The holidays can be stressful, but they can also be a time to reflect, shed the past and look forward to the 
future. This holiday season try one of these tips to reduce stress and most importantly, remember to be gentle 
to yourself!  
 
Know that there is help out there, they include places like: 

• The IAFF Center of Excellence at www.iaffrecoverycenter.com (for IAFF Members) 
• The SC Fast Team at 1.844.9SC.FAST or https://scfast.org/contact-us/ (for SC First Responders)  
• CENTER FOR FIREFIGHTER BEHAVIORAL HEALTH  http://fhf.pocketpeer.org/Home.aspx (for any 

First Responders) 
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New Watercraft Delivered 
Battalion Chief Carr Gilmore, Midway Fire Rescue 

 
We are truly thankful to the Debordieu community and their generous donation of a new personal 
watercraft (PWC) for Station 83.  The community came together and raised funds to purchase a 
customized Yamaha FX HO 3-seat PWC, trailer, and rescue equipment to replace a unit from 2009.  
Thanks to their generosity, Midway has placed into service a new Surf-3, which is identical to the unit 
purchased from CERP funding for Surf -2. 

The units are a three seat PWC and were customized by Marshall’s Marine in Georgetown to meet 
the unique needs and demands placed on water rescue PWC.  The units are equipped with Wahoo 
International Rescue Sled mounts, added cleats for Rescue Sled, reinforced rear decking, seat 
straps, in-line quick-connect fresh water flush, stainless steel impellers, wide beach tires, PVC bunk 
mounts for rapid deployment, a mounted back-up kill switch, and a HD 1500-LB winch strap and 
rollers to facilitate reverse loading for quicker deployment. The units are also equipped with Ritchie 
Compasses to help with navigation and search patterns, and reflective trim for low light visibility. 

The units are equipped with a new Life 
Sled LS1 board, mounts, and all new PPE 
for the Crews at Station 83, to include new 
helmets, PFD’s, lights, rescue tube, and 
cutting tools for entanglement.  The 
Debordieu Community also helped to 
purchase a new Rescue Surf Board for 
shore based rescues. 

It is a real blessing when your community is 
willing to show their support for your 
department through funding for such a vital 
mission.  Because of Station 83’s location, 
units have rapid beach access to 
waterways stretching from the creek at the 
south end of Pawleys Island, to the jetties 
and North Inlet.   

Several Debordieu residents came out to view and ask questions about the new PWC, and to 
celebrate the unit being placed into service.   
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Winter Weather Preparedness 
Georgetown County Emergency Management 

 

Forecasters at the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Climate Prediction 
Center issued its U.S. Winter Weather Outlook on October 17, 2019, predicting warmer than average 
temperatures across much of the U.S.  The greatest likelihood for warmer-than-normal conditions are 
in Alaska and Hawaii, with more modest probabilities for above-average temperatures spanning large 
parts of the remaining lower 48 
states from the West across the 
South and up the eastern 
seaboard. The Northern Plains, 
Upper Mississippi Valley, and the 
western Great Lakes have equal 
chances for below-, near-, or 
above-average temperatures. 
Drought conditions are also 
expected to improve in portions of 
the Southeast, and we can expect 
equal chances of below-, near-, or 
above-average precipitation. No 
part of the U.S. is favored to have below-average temperatures this winter. That being said, there is 
always a chance for severe winter weather including snow and ice storms anywhere in the United 
States, even Georgetown County. 

Source: https://www.noaa.gov/media-release/winter-outlook-warmer-than-average-for-many-wetter-
in-north 

According to NOAA, dozens of Americans die each year due to exposure to cold. When you include 
vehicle accidents and fatalities and fires due to use of heaters and other winter weather deaths, 
winter weather is a serious threat, even in the South.  Some of these dangers include hypothermia 
and frostbite, heavy snowfall, high winds, freezing rain, and sleet. People can become trapped at their 
home or in their car. Walking on slippery pavement can lead to injuries and death. 

Winter storms create a higher risk of car accidents, hypothermia, frostbite, carbon monoxide 
poisoning, and heart attacks from overexertion. Winter storms and blizzards can bring extreme cold, 
freezing rain, snow, ice, and high winds. A winter storm can: 

• Last a few hours or several days; 

• Knock out heat, power, and communication services; and 

• Place older adults, young children, and sick individuals at greater risk. 

With the arrival of winter on December 22nd, now is the time to prepare yourself and your family for 
the colder weather.  Below are some tips: 

• Know your area’s risk for winter storms. Extreme winter weather can leave communities 
without utilities or other services for long periods of time. 
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• Prepare your home to keep out the cold with insulation, caulking, and weather stripping. Learn 
how to keep pipes from freezing. Install and test smoke alarms and carbon monoxide detectors 
with battery backups. 

• Pay attention to weather reports and warnings of freezing weather and winter storms. The 
Emergency Alert System (EAS) and National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) 
Weather Radio also provide emergency alerts. 

• Gather supplies in case you need to stay home for several days without power. Keep in mind 
each person’s specific needs, including medication. Do not forget the needs of pets. Have 
extra batteries for radios and flashlights. 

• Create an emergency supply kit for your car. Include jumper cables, sand, a flashlight, warm 
clothes, blankets, bottled water, and non-perishable snacks. Keep the gas tank full. 

• Limit your time outside. If you need to go outside, wear layers of warm clothing. Watch for 
signs of frostbite and hypothermia. 

o Frostbite causes loss of feeling and color around the face, fingers, and toes. 

� Signs: Numbness, white or grayish-yellow skin, firm or waxy skin 

� Actions: Go to a warm room. Soak in warm water. Use body heat to warm. 
Do not massage or use a heating pad. 

o Hypothermia is an unusually low body temperature. A temperature below 95 degrees is 
an emergency. 

� Signs: Shivering, exhaustion, confusion, fumbling hands, memory loss, 
slurred speech, or drowsiness 

� Actions: Go to a warm room. Warm the center of the body first—chest, 
neck, head, and groin. Keep dry and wrapped up in warm blankets, 
including the head and neck. 

• Stay off roads if at all possible. If you are trapped in your car, stay inside. 

• Avoid carbon monoxide poisoning. Only use generators and grills outdoors and away from 
windows. Never heat your home with a gas stovetop or oven. 

• Reduce the risk of a heart attack. Avoid overexertion when shoveling snow. 

• Check on neighbors. Older adults and young children are more at risk in extreme cold. 

For more winter weather preparedness information, feel free to contact our office! 
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Emergency Services Birthdays 
Georgetown County Fire/EMS 

 
January  February  March  

Denise Delatte  1/01 

Ryan Price  1/05 

Alexander Slate 1/11 

Kerya Tisdale  1/12 

Samaria Myers 1/13 

Linda Ford  1/16 

Michael Mull  1/16 

Jeff Kosto  1/16 

Jesse Cooper  1/18 

Robert Coker  1/23 

Betty Miller  1/23 

Jairon Cumbee 1/26 

Annie Bowers  1/28 

Nathaniel Herriott 1/31  
 

David Plucinski 2/04 

Leola Thompson 2/07 

Tarwanda McClary 2/13 

Vanessa Davis  2/18 

Robbie Williams 2/21 

Daniel Elmore  2/22 

Michael Elmore 2/22 

Roberta Cumbee 2/24 

 

David Cribb  3/01 

Adam Porter  3/04 

Harry Avant  3/08 

Charles Pyatt  3/14 

Brad Benjamin  3/22 

Garry Smalls  3/29 

Lesley Eastham 3/31 

Linda Robinson 3/31 

 

 

Midway Fire Rescue  

January  February  March  

Nancy Crawford 1/01 

Emma Chidley 1/03 

Paul Rentz 1/03 

Brent Caldwell 1/06 

John Rosotto 1/12 

Matt Smittle 1/13 

William Tayloe 1/17 

James Boyd 1/17 

Kurt Westenkirchner 1/29 

Doug Eggiman 1/29 

 

  
 

Gerald Liberatore 2/07 

Tyler McCartney 2/09 

Jonathan Saksek 2/10 

James McGloin 2/15 

Christopher Holmes 2/20 

Douglas Monteleone 2/20 

Joan Noble 2/22 

 

Peter Copeland 3/06 

Howard Lutz 3/08 

James Crawford 3/24 

Allen Welch 3/26 

Ben Dussault 3/29 

Jeremy Skinner 3/30 
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Emergency Services Employee of the Quarter 
Battalion Chief Ryan Allen, Georgetown County Fire EMS 

 

Master Firefighter / Paramedic 
Joshua Sapp was awarded the 
Emergency Services Employee 
of the Quarter for the 3rd 
quarter 2019.  He was 
recognized at a luncheon held 
for him at Graham’s Landing 
Restaurant on October 9, 
2019.    

In the last several months Josh 
has made training a big 
initiative in his career. Josh 
demonstrated this by earning a 
graduate recognition by the 
Institution of Fire Engineers. 
Josh has completed not only 
the standard training that is 
required by the department but 
has been enrolled in various other training opportunities that have been able 
to expand his knowledge within the fire service. In addition, he is currently 
enrolled in the Fire Service Leadership Institute.  

Please join me in congratuling Josh for his acheivements and for being named 
Employee of the Quarter for Emergency Services.  

        

 
 

Georgetown County  
Emergency Services  

 
Emergency Services 

Administration 
 

Address 
2222-C Highmarket Street,  
Georgetown, S.C. 29440 

 
Phone 

(843) 545-3213 
 

Email 
thowle@gtcounty.org 

 
Point of Contact 
 Tracey Howle 

 
Emergency Management 

 
Address 

2222-C Highmarket Street,  
Georgetown, S.C. 29440 

 
Phone 

(843) 545-3273 
 

Email 
emergencymanagement@gtcounty.org  

 
Point of Contact 

Brandon Ellis, Manager 
 

Midway Fire Rescue 
 

Address 

67 St. Paul ’s Place 
Pawleys Island, SC 29585 

 
Phone 

(843) 545-3620 
 

Email 
jwelch@gtcounty.org 

 
Point of Contact 

Doug Eggiman, Fire Chief 
 

Georgetown County Fire/EMS 
 

Address 
3605 Highmarket Street,  
Georgetown S.C. 29440 

 
Phone 

(843) 545-3271 
 

Email 
ahucks@gtcounty.org 

 
Point of Contact 

Mack Reed, Jr., Fire Chief 
 

 


